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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Title: Mackenzie Gordon Papers
Identifier: Accession 99-071
Date: 1943-1945
Extent: 0.5 cu. ft. (1 document box)
Creator: Gordon, Mackenzie, 1913-
Language: Language of Materials: English

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 99-071, Mackenzie Gordon Papers

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of correspondence, reports, and notes concerning the research of Mackenzie Gordon. Materials relate to Gordon's carboniferous fossil work in the Batesville District, Arkansas, for the United States Geological Survey.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Paleontology -- Carboniferous

Types of Materials:
Manuscripts

Names:
Geological Survey (U.S.)
Gordon, Mackenzie, 1913-

Geographic Names:
Batesville (Ark.)
Container Listing

Box 1

Box 1 of 1  Correspondence, 1944-1945
Box 1 of 1  Correspondence, 1943-1944
Box 1 of 1  Reports and Notes, 1943-1945